We really appreciated Geramizadeh, “Bile spillage and incidental gall bladder adenocarcinoma”, and Sandstrom et al., “Bile spillage should be avoided in elective cholecystectomy” (1,2). Both papers have been recently published in HepatoBiliary Surgery and Nutrition, 2019 (1,2). Starting from an analysis of the recent paper by Horkoff et al. “Adverse outcomes after bile spillage in incidental gall bladder cancer” in Annals of Surgery April 2019, they introduced a comprehensive discussion about epidemiology, diagnosis, therapy, prognostic factors and outcomes of incidental gallbladder cancer (1-3). They analyzed the possible risks related to bile spillage after cholecystectomy, in particular (1,2).

Incidental gallbladder cancers have been reported in 0.2–3% cholecystectomies (1). Approximately 30% gallbladder cancers are accidentally diagnosed on surgical specimen after cholecystectomy for presumed benign disease (3). However, most gallbladder cancers present an advanced disease and preclude curative surgery (1,3-5). Indeed, only 10% incidentally diagnosed gallbladder cancers are resectable (1,3).

During index cholecystectomy, which is generally performed in non-neoplastic diseases, such as gallstones or acute cholecystitis, intentional decompression, accidental gallbladder perforation, incomplete closing of cystic duct, performance of intraoperative cholangiography may lead to spillage of bile in up 26.9% cholecystectomies, thus leading to dissemination of neoplastic cells in about 0.5% cholecystectomies (1-3). Invasion depth, extent of resection and bile spillage represent important prognostic factors in gallbladder cancer (1-3,6).

Horkoff et al. retrospectively analyzed a population of 82 patients who underwent laparoscopic cholecystectomy that incidentally diagnosed gallbladder adenocarcinoma on postoperative histological examination (T1b stage or more) (3). If compared to patients without bile spillage, patients with bile spillage (67% of the entire population) recorded significantly higher rate of carcinomatosis (24% vs. 4%, odds 8.04), greater distance spread rate (72% vs. 37%) but smaller locoregional spread rate (10% vs. 26%) (3). Furthermore, median disease-free survival (DFS) and median overall survival (OS) were worse in patients with bile spillage than in patients without bile spillage (7.76 months vs. 22.33 ones; 15.83 months vs. 31.27 ones) (3).

While bile spillage was the only factor which independently predicted a reduced tendency to proceed with re-resection, bile spillage in addition to advanced age independently predicted failure to achieve R0 re-resection margins (3). If compared to patients who had undergone radical re-resection, patients, who had failed radical re-resection, recorded worse values: median OS 15.2 vs. 40.1 months; median DFS 7.7 vs. 21.9 months (3).

Recently published data by Blakely et al. seem to be in line with the above results (7). Seventy-nine patients affected by pathologically-confirmed gallbladder cancer...
(T1b stage or more) were retrospectively analyzed (7). Out of them, 41 underwent cholecystectomy, 16 had radical cholecystectomy, 9 received cholecystectomy plus Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy (7). When compared to the 52 patients without bile spillage, 14 patients in the bile spillage group recorded a significantly higher local progression rate (57.1% vs. 25%) and a significantly higher peritoneal progression rate (42.9% vs. 21.2%) (7). At multivariate analysis, bile spillage was one independent prognostic factor for reduced DFS (7). Deeper analysis of just subpopulation undergoing index cholecystectomy (41 patients) showed association of bile spillage (12 patients) with significant median DFS reduction (5.7 vs. 22.2 months) and a non-significant OS reduction (7).

In the light of scientific data, experience at our tertiary care center and results by other Italian Healthcare Institution, we would like to introduce our considerations on laparoscopic cholecystectomy, which represents the gold standard and the most frequently adopted method of gallbladder resection (1).

- When faced with an “easy” cholecystectomy, some surgeons perform direct extraction of surgical specimen through the port site, rather than making use of endobag. Given the above-mentioned results, we would suggest endobag for all laparoscopic cholecystectomies, regardless of the ease of surgical procedure. Nevertheless, current data offered by literature on the risks of carcinomatosis or recurrences do not show significantly different outcomes when using endobag and not using it (8).

- Following dissection of Calot’s triangle, isolation with section of cystic structures and detachment of gallbladder from liver, some surgeons are prone to “leave” surgical specimen inside abdominal cavity, and immediately engage in hemostasis and/or placement of drainage. We suggest they introduce surgical specimen into the endobag, as soon as its detachment is completed.

- Generally, surgical report describes steps of surgical procedure with no mention of any bile spillage. However, given the extremely serious consequences of bile spillage in patients affected by incidental gallbladder cancer and in accordance with Blakely et al. (7) we suggest intraoperative bile spillage be essential integral part of the operative note.

- In addition to laparoscopic appendectomy, laparoscopic cholecystectomy, is one of the first most frequently performed interventions by young surgeons during their learning curve in minimally invasive surgery. In our mind, they should be immediately taught how to pay attention both to procedure-related possible bilio-vascular damage and to increased risk of bile spillage.

- Conversely, being well aware of their advanced surgical technical skills, more experienced surgeons may have an “easy” approach to laparoscopic cholecystectomy, thus “easing” bile spillage. We remind them to keep in mind such risk although it is minimal.
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